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- Two books
- $185k yearly royalties
- Growing on auto-pilot

- (Without any fancy 
marketing or a big 
author platform)

https://writeusefulbooks.com
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Amazon:

Gumroad PDF:



Yearly growth (1st book)

2013 $8,868

2014 $36,549

2015 $39,356

2016 $42,417

2017 $51,152

2018 $68,378

2019 $109,820

2020 $132,862
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(800 copies)
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Average weekly sales of 
2000 NYT nonfiction 
best-sellers:

- Peak within 10 weeks
- Lose ~98% of peak 

within 2 years

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/e
pjds/s13688-018-0135-y#Sec13



Platform, hustle, 

and fortune

Product design

“Launch” and “growth” 
are different



The business model of 
nonfiction

Slow to create
+ Inexpensive price
+ Manually marketed
+ Short-lived relevance

 Bad business model



Fixing the business 
model of nonfiction

Fast to create
+ Inexpensive price
+ Short-lived relevance
+ Manually marketed

 
???? business model

?

Slow to create
+ Inexpensive price
+ Long-lasting relevance
+ Organically marketed

 
Strong business model



“I’ve been reading this book 
and it’s amazing.”

vs.

“Oh, you’re trying to figure 
out X? This book is the 
solution.”

Random vs. reliable 
recommendations
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Recommendations 
have a trigger

🚀
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For recommendations 
to be requested:

1. The book must promise 
something that people 
care about getting

:(



For recommendations 
to be offered:

1. The book must promise 
something that people 
care about getting

2. It must deliver on that 
promise by being the 
world’s best solution for 
a certain type of person

  !



Knowledge 
needs to 
cross the 
air gap

“I often wondered what would 
happen if a teacher could really get 
inside the student’s head. 

To accomplish this, I played games 
with my students, had them talk out 
loud before they made a move and 
after I made mine, and wrote down 
their thoughts. 

To my amazement, I was soon 
seeing problems that I never 
imagined they possessed.”



Becoming the best 
solution:

1. Does its promise matter 
and do its contents 
work?

- Listening & 
teaching convos



Becoming the best 
solution:

1. Does its promise matter 
and do its contents 
work?

- Listening & 
teaching convos

2. Does it still work once 
written, and will they 
really read it?

- Beta Reading

3. After reading it, has it 
improved their lives?

- Follow-up convos



Beta Reading tips

- After 3rd draft, but 
before any professional 
editing (while it still 
sucks)

https://jjude.com/30-percent



Beta Reading tips

- After 3rd draft, but 
before any professional 
editing (while it still 
sucks)

- Real readers who want 
to be there, not friends 
you’ve asked

- Their disinterest *is*
the data



Disinterest is the data

Where do they get bored?

Where do they abandon?

Engagement data reveals 
editing priorities.

https://helpthisbook.com



Seed marketing

Always feels painful and 
inefficient, but you only need 
to do it temporarily.

1. Event giveaways

2. Amazon PPC ads

3. Podcast digital book 
tour

4. “Writing in public” to 
build a minimal author 
platform alongside the 
book



Optimizations:

1. Book’s promise should 
be visible on the cover 
at thumbnail size

2. Spend 10+ hours (and 
5+ paragraphs) on your 
Amazon description

3. The first 40 reviews 
matter tremendously

4. Consistency > volume, 
quality > tricks

5. Additional platforms, 
formats, and reader 
engagement never hurt



Extra learning:
Tendayi Viki (3x award 
winning author) on 
finding the tone, 
making the time, and 
so much more.
https://youtu.be/U16N
mdlHE4o

April Dunford on the 
year-long launch, 
positioning and 
profiting from 
nonfiction, and more. 
https://youtu.be/EItZl7
kleeI

My newest book, containing everything I 
know about designing nonfiction as a 
long-lasting, profitable product:

writeusefulbooks.com

@robfitz
rob@robfitz.com
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